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measures in the care and treatment of the eye. The subject of
hygiene has been built up in the attempt to preserve and restore
normality of function through regulation of the conditions under
which the organ functions. In relation to the care of the organs
of the body the growth of hygiene has been rapid. In relation to
the sense organs, however, its progress, it would seem, has
suffered retardation-perhaps undue retardation. Whether this
situation is intrinsic or merely marks a stage in the development
of the subject time alone can tell. In the case of the eye, at least,
it would seem that hygiene can be made to play a much more
important part than it does now, that is, that the care and treat-
ment of the eye shall not be so narrowly dependent on the surgical
measures, operation and the use of lenses and prisms.
Equally important with the formation of the image on the retina

is its clear and comfortable discrimination. The provisions for
this are the work of the science and art of lighting. In this work
group and individual variations and needs must not be overlooked.
These needs cannot be handled by regimentation. Clearly along
these lines lie the most promising developments in hygienic
lighting, developments which need the help and directive
influence of the medical examiner.

Important Structural and Functional Considerations
In connection with the hygienic treatment of the eye we have to

consider the muscular equipment of the eye, the structure and
parts of the eye itself and the sensorium.
A notable feature of the visual mechanism is the delicacy and

intricacy of its muscular equipment, and an important factor in
the correctness of the visual performance is the normality of
structure and function of this equipment. There are two aspects
of hygienic treatment relating to this muscular equipment: (a) the
correction of the gross and minor imbalances through either suit-
able exercises or other means as yet poorly defined and (b) the
prevention of harm to the eye caused by malfunctioning of the
muscles due to improper conditions of work. The influence of
the grosser abnormalities on the accuracy of the combination of
the images of the two eyes in binocular vision has received due
recognition and study, but the influence of the lesser abnormalities
on the clearness and correctness of the formation of these images
has not perhaps been fully realised. One has only to remember
how pliable the eye is to understand how readily it may be
deformed by slight imbalances in the pressure exerted by the eye
muscles in holding it in proper balance in any given position or
in executing accurately the many movements it has to perform.
When these pressures are excessive in amount or when there are
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PRESCRIBING LIGHT. CARE AND TREATMENT OF EYE 643

special conditions of weakness of the coats of the eye, permanent
changes in structure may be produced, or the deformities may be
present only in situ, that is, only when the eye is subjected to the
pressure and pull of the muscles.

'In respect to these deformities it will be remembered that devia-
tion toward a prolate spheroid will cause myopia; deviation toward
an oblate spheroid, hyperopia and irregularity in the deviation,
astigmatism; also that only a slight deviation is required'to pro-
duce a dioptre of defect and that deformities may occur either in
the ball of the eye or in the cornea. In relation to the influence of
muscular pressure on the shape of the eyeball, the following points
should be considered: the attachment of the straight muscles by
a broad insertion well in front of the centre of rotation of the eye
and their passage around its curved surface to a point at the back
and upper part of orbit; the passage of the two oblique muscles
around the eye from their origin to their insertion in such a way
as to give to some extent the effect of suspending the posterior
half of the eye in a noose, and the possibilities presented for
excessive pressure or unevenness of pressure in the action of these
muscles.

In this connection it should be borne in mind that the muscles
have the twofold function of supportinglhe eye and of moving it,
and that it is in the relation or proportion of the forces which serve
to support the eye that slight imbalances may be expected to
occur. Slight disturbances in the relationship between the back-
ward pull or tension of the rectus muscles and the opposing action
of the oblique muscles, for example, may serve to change the
length of the polar axis and otherwise deform the eye. Further,
the correction of the imbalances in case of too strong a pull on
the part of the converging muscles would require the action of
the antagonistic muscles to prevent confusion of vision due to
defective combination of the images of the two eyes, and this in
turn might lead to an inequality of pressure which might serve to
deform the ball of the eye or the cornea and thus tend to produce
astigmatism, perhaps the customary astigmatism with the rule.
Or again, in case of asymmetry in the pull or tension of these con-
verging muscles this tendency toward torsion would have to be
corrected by an opposing asymmetry in the tension of the antag-
onistic muscles. This composition of forces would tend to shift
the direction of maximum pressure, and produce oblique
astigmatism.

It should further be remembered that these deformities as pro-
duced by the pressure of the muscles of the eye may be either
congenital or acquired; perhaps they are most often acquired. It
is, of course, in the cases in which the defect is acquired that there
is the greatest possibility of success in the use of hygienic
measures.
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In relation to the pressures produced by the more customary
movements of the eye and their tendency to cause elongation of the
eyeball, it may be noted that the convergent movement considered
from its beginning, in what is called the primary position, to its
end, when the eye has made its maximum excursion inward, is a
complicated function of three straight muscles, the internal,
superior and inferior rectus muscles. The superior and inferior
oblique muscles steady the eye during the excursion and perhaps
aid the adduction in the more extreme positions of convergence.
The diverging movement is also a complicated function of more
than one muscle, the complication varying with the degree of
abduction. In contracting, the converging muscles turn the front
of the eye inward and press the eye against the external rectus
muscle over a considerable portion of its length. The effect of
the action of both sets of muscles, converging and diverging, is to
exert a backward pressure on the contents of the eye toward the
posterior pole, which backward pressure is opposed by the con-
traction of the oblique muscles. The point of attachment and the
course of the oblique muscles, however, are such as to leave a
segment of the back wall of the eye without external reinforce-
ment. The front of the eye is reinforced by the pressure of the four
straight muscles which Sre attached, as already indicated, on a
broad base well toward the edge or limbus of the cornea and by
the lens with its suspensory ligament. It is perhaps not too much
to expect, then, that under the pressure of sustained convergence
rendered excessive by bringing the work closer to the eye under
poor lighting conditions and other faulty conditions of seeing, the
coats of the eye, particularly if they are already weak from con-
genital or from degenerative causes, should yield in the region of
the posterior pole.

In further relation to the harm done to the eye by the
malfunctioning of its muscles as a result of poor conditions of
work the situation with regard to the accommodation of the eye
should not be left out of account.

In the attempt to understand the effects of poor lighting on the
eye one of the most fundamental principles to keep in mind is that
the eye is always under a reflex incentive to clear up vision. This
incentive is so strong that it is extremely difficult to oppose it
successfully by an act of will or voluntarily to make an adjustment
detrimental to clear seeing. The eye has grown up under daylight.
Under this condition only three adjustments have developed, and,
indeed, only three are needed: the reaction of the pupil to regu-
late the amount of light entering the eye and to aid the lens in
focusing the light from objects at different distances and accom-
modation and convergence to bring the object on the principal
axis of the lens and the image on the fovea-conditions necessary
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PRESCRIBING LIGHT. CARE AND TREATMENT OF EYE 645

for the formation of the clearest images by the lens and for the
best discrimination of these images by the retina. These adjust-
ments take place under a sort of triple bond imposed by their
common nerve supply, which is so strong that if one takes place
the others also take place unless the power of separating them has
been acquired, and even then their separation is accomplished
only by great effort or strain. Artificial lighting, with its
unnatural and unfavourable conditions for clear seeing, has come
late in the history of the race, and the eye has not developed any
reactions or adjustments to meet the conditions imposed. Yet the
incentive to clear up seeing remains and leads to adjustments
which, if allowed to take place, serve only further to blur rather
than to clear up vision. For example, a change in accommodation,
which is a change designed to clear up an image blurred by
changing the distance of the object, is in no sense helpful but is
only harmful for clearing up an image blurred by poor lighting
conditions; yet so long as unclear seeing is present, due either to
blurring of the image or to unfavourable conditions for its clear
discrimination by the retina, the eye will strive by the three
adjustments at its command to remedy the deficiency. This
striving of the eye to clear up vision by ineffectual maladjustments
is the cause of what is commonly called eyestrain and is an
important cause of ocular discomfort. The misdirected effort or
strain is of no service to vision and leads rapidly to fatigue and
exhaustion, to deformities slight in their physical magnitude
but great in their functional importance, to inflammations and
congestions and to hypertensions and other conditions not found
in a healthy eye. Accommodative strain in itself, for example,
leads to hyperaemia or congestion of the network of blood vessels
just in front of and behind the ciliary muscles. The congestion in
this so-called danger zone of the eye leads in turn to an increased
flow of fluid into the anterior chamber from the blood vessels on
the anterior border of the ciliary muscles and into the vitreous
chamber from those on the posterior border of these muscles and,
perlhaps, through the products of the congestion or inflammation,
to a blocking up of the drainage angle between the iris and the
base of the cornea. This tends to produce a disturbance in the
normal balance of the income and outgo of fluids into the interior
of the eye and the evils attending such a disturbance.

If the eye could only be educated to lie down under the poor
conditions of seeing for which it has no specific corrective adjust-
ment the cause of vision would be just as well or even better
served, and the eye itself would be a great deal better off.

It is somewhat difficult to trace all the effects of eyestrain. It
is not the result of a normal exercise of the powers of the eye in
either kind or amount, and no possible benefit can accrue from
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it. Rather it leads to an unhealthy condition of the eye, exaggerat-
ing and aggravating any abnormal tendencies or predispositions
already present, lowering the normal recuperative and restorative
powers of the eye and leading sympathetically to functional dis-
turbances in other parts of the body. Like any other organ of
the body, the eye if it is to remain healthy or to cure itself of any
of its ills, congenital or acquired, must first be put into a situation
calling only for the healthy exercise of its normal functions.
Important factors in this situation are the conditions under which
it is ordinarily called on to work.

Outstanding Features in Lighting in Relation to
the Examination and Care of the Eye

The two important aspects of conditions of work as regards the
eye are the type of work and its illumination. In relation to type
of work the following points are to be considered in case the work
involves the reading or discrimination of print on paper: reflect-
ing power of the paper and type of reflection ; colour of the paper;
its texture and opacity; the blackness and flatness of the ink used;
size of page or area of reading space exposed at any time; size,
shape and spacing of print, etc. It is not, however, our purpose
to do more than list these items here. In relation to the illumina-
tion of the work, we shall consider only four points' in the present
discussion: the intensity of the illumination, glare, the placement
of the light and the colour of the light. We have selected these,
first, because of their fundamental importance and, second,
because we are completely equipped to provide hygienic conditions
with respect to them.

Intensity of Illumination.-One of the most outstanding facts
with reference to the intensity of the illumination is the wide
variation that is found in the amount of light needed and preferred
for different types of work, for persons of different ages and for
different persons doing the same type of work and in the same age
group. Important factors in these individual variations are: age,
the refractive condition of the eyes, the health of the eye, the
clearness of the media, the size of the pupil, susceptibility to
glare and the keenness of discrimination of light and space. If too
little light is used low visibility results, and the eye undergoes all
the strain and malfunctioning of the muscular equipment dis-
cussed in the preceding chapters. In case too much light is used
the excessively harmful effects of glare are experienced. For by
far the greater number of persons the range of toleration of
intensity for the comfortable use of the eyes is comparatively
narrow for light of Mazda quality, and somewhere in this range is
a pretty clearly defined preferred intensity. While the correct
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PRESCRIBING LIGHT. CARE AND TREATMENT OF EYE 647

atdjustment of intensity is extremely important in case of all eyes,
it is of paramount consideration in case of those eyes which come
under the care of the ophthalmologist. It is not enough to say
that they shall be used only for a certain number of hours a day.
The conditions under which they can be used should be pre-
scribed, and the prescription should be accompanied by the
information needed to carry out the recommendations. In this
way not only would the eyes in question be greatly benefited, but
a much greater amount of work can be allowed.

There are two ways of dealing with the situation with regard to
the regulation of intensity of light to individual needs. (1) The
patient's range of toleration of intensity for the comfortable use
of the eyes and his preferred intensity can be ascertained. Oh
the basis of this information a prescription can be given him
advising him what intensity he should have. For this purpose
instruments of the type of our variable illuminator' can be very
conveniently used. This procedure is not, however, completely
satisfactory because of the difficulty the patient will have in filling
the prescription with such lighting equipment as he is able to
procure. In this connection it must be remembered that the
preferred intensity must be closely approximated or the prescrip-
tion will signally fail to accomplish its purpose; further that the
exact amount of light needed varies with the kind of work, the
time of day, variation in the condition of the eyes, etc. It is
impossible satisfactorily to take account of all these factors in a
single test period. Again, the patient may not even attempt to
fill the prescription because of the trouble involved and the amount
of technical knowledge and understanding it would entail. (2) A
much more satisfactory procedure is to use the test only for the
purpose of finding out approximately what is needed and then to
recommend the use of a local lighting unit provided with an
intensity control over the range which best satisfies the patient's
requirement. He can then at any time and for any work adjust
the intensity of light exactly to suit his needs. The purpose of the
test in this procedure is that the examiner may find out the type
of eye with which he is dealing for his own enlightenment in
relation to the care of the eye, and that he may recommend the
right type of lighting unit. To meet this need for a variable
intensity, we have devised desk and table lamps, floor stand
lamps, and bed reading and examining lamps provided with
mechanical controls which change the intensity of the light in
continuous series but do not change the colour or composition of
the light nor the size, shape or location of the illuminated area.

It would be an ill-considered practice in lighting to make a
blanket recommendation of a certain intensity of illunmination or
a narrow range of intensity for all persons, even for the same kind
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of work. It will also be realised how difficult it is adequately to
handle the problem of intensity by general illumination alone for
any considerable number of workers. In some cases it is possible
by means of information obtained by testing a group of workers
so to distribute them in a room lighted by general illumination as
to give some consideration to their individual needs. One example
of where we have been able to accomplish this result with notable
success was in a room in a large publishing house used by fifty or
more proof-readers. In this case a systematic measurement was
made of the intensity of illumination of the room, and each of the
proof-readers was tested for the preferred intensity of light and
then assigned to a location in the room that most nearly met the
requirement. No significant change was made in the lighting of
the room. The ideal way to handle the problem, however, would
be to provide a suitable intensity of general illumination and use
local lighting with variable control of intensity in individual cases.

Glare.-Glare is of two types, simple and veiling. Simple glare
is a too high brightness in any part of the field of view due to
excessive stimulation of the sensorium by light. In the centre of
the field it is commonly called glare on the work; in the peripheral
field it is usually due to the source of light, the lighting fixture,
high reflections and poorly controlled or misplaced intensities of
light. Glare on the working surface may also be of the type known
as veiling glare. Veiling glare is an obscuring of the image on the
retina produced either by an overlay of scattered light or by light
reflected from the working surface which is not focused. The
former is due to the diffusing or scattering properties of the lens
and other media of the eye, and the latter to specular reflection
from the working surface itself. In this latter respect it may be
said that the light diffusely reflected from the working surface
alone produces an image of that surface on the retina; the light
specularly reflected would, if focused, produce an image of the
source, not of the working surface. The eye in viewing the
working surface naturally adjusts itself to focus the diffusely
reflected light. This leaves the light specularly reflected
unfocused. In proportion, therefore, as we have specular reflec-
tion, the image of the working surface is blurred and confused.
The experience of simple glare ranges from a feeling of too

much light or an annoying brightness through the various stages
of discomfort to acute pain. Veiling glare by producing con-
fusion in the images causes eyestrain or discomfort through a
misdirected and futile effort on the part of the muscles of the eye
to clear up its images. That veiling glare causes eyestrain and
discomfort is not difficult to understand. It is not so easy to
explain the acute pain often caused by simple glare. This is
perhaDs due to a sharp contraction of the pupil, particularly if the
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iris is inflamed or supersensitive, or to some condition or reaction
set up in the eye itself or in the sensorium. In any event it is a
warning or danger sign that harm is being done to the eye. In
connection with the pain and discomfort experienced it will be
remembered that the iris and other parts of the eye are richly
supplied with pain nerves.
Eyes differ greatly in their susceptibility to glare. A study of

this susceptibility and of the factors that cause it is an important
need in relation to the care and welfare of the eye. It is especially
important that susceptibility to glare and the requirements
relating to intensity of light should be studied in case of diseases
of the eye and of some of the more serious defects in refraction and
other refractive errors that produce an irritable and supersensitive
condition of the eye. We have, for example, observed the acute
susceptibility to glare in cases of glaucoma, retinitis pigmentosa,
iritis and conjunctivitis, high myopia, marked difference in the
refractive condition of the two eyes and uncorrected or poorly)
corrected astigmatism.

In general the following subjective factors may be noted in
connection with susceptibility to glare: age, size of pupil, con-
dition of the media of the eye, healthF of the eye and general
health, marked asymmetry of refraction of the two eyes, high
myopia and refractive errors that produce an irritable and super-
sensitive condition of the eye, ocular and bodily fatigue, loss of
sleep, insomnia, etc.; and the following objective factors may be
noted as predisposing to glare: reflecting power of the surface
viewed and character of the reflection (specular or diffuse), size
of reflecting surface, intensity of light, angle at which the light
falls on the work and breadth of angle of incident light, diffuse-
ness of light, colour and composition of the light, high brightness
in paracentral and peripheral field of view and their angular
relation to the line of sight, etc.
The most acute problem in modern lighting from the standpoint

both of hygiene of the eye and of the designing of lighting equip-
ment has been, it scarcely need be pointed out, the elimination of
glare.
Placement of Light and Brightness.r-A third important feature

in lighting is the correct placement of the light. This problem was
created with the devising of lamp-shades for shielding the eye
from glare and later giving these shades a reflecting lining to
conserve and direct the light. When the opening of the reflector
was turned down the light was directed towards the plane of work,
and the walls and ceiling were left dark or poorly illuminated.
On the other hand, when the opening of the reflector was turned
up the light was directed to the ceiling and from there reflected to
other parts of the room. This resulted in a disproportionately
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high brightness of the ceiling and a correspondingly low intensity
of light on the plane of work. Relief from the glare of the opening
was obtained at the cost of poor and inefficient placement of the
light. As a compromise between these extremes in the placement
of the light recourse was had to inverted translucent bowls or
housings which reflected part of the light to the ceiling and trans-
mitted a part laterally and downward, to opaque housings or
reflectors which directed part of the light upward and part down-
ward (direct-indirect units) and to diffusing globes. While these
units gave a better placement of light than either the totally
direct or the totally indirect units the protection afforded against
glare was far from adequate. In a later paper we shall show that
the most favourable placement of light and brightness in respect

t to walls and ceiling is to have the maximum near the level of the
eyes of the worker with an even and gradual decrease in both
directions upward and downward, thus giving the upper part of
the walls and ceilings for example, less than the maximum bright-
ness. The next step in the development of lighting fixtures has
been the use of baffles to give the minimum interference to the
distribution of light from the source and the maximum protection
against glare. rhis development has been discussed in former
papers2 and will be noted later in the present paper.
An important feature in the designing of equipment for both

! general and local lighting is the provision of a means for varying
the placement of light to suit the needs of the particular situation.-
One of the difficulties in securing good lighting effects at present
is the lack of flexibility and variety in this respect. The units that
can be had ready-made of a stock or standard type differ widely
in the lighting effects they produce. Thus it is somewhat difficult
to adapt the uniits that are available to such situations as are
presented by rooms of different sizes and shapes, of different
ceiling heights, characteristics of walls and ceiling with respect
to contour and surfacing, purposes for which the room is to be
used, etc. This difficulty is sometimes met in what is called
custom-made lighting by using units of special design and more
than one type of unit in the lighting of the enclosure. A further
possibility, as will be noted later in the paper, is to make provision
in the unit itself for variability in the placement of the light. This
can be done in both general and local lighting units, perhaps more
easily and conveniently in the local units. It is possible, for
example, in the designing of local lighting units practically to
eliminate glare from the working surface without undue loss of
luminous efficiency by suitable means for varying the direction
and placement of the light on the work. A description of this
means will be given in a later paper.
Colour and Composition of Light.-Among the reasons why
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colour and composition of light are to be considered of importance
in the care and welfare of the eye the following may be noted:
(1) Coloured light gives the eye less power than colourless light
to see objects themselves neutral as to colour. In former papers3
we have shown this with light taken from the spectrum, with
filter colours and coloured illuminants. The functions tested
were visual acuity, speed of discrimination, power to sustain clear
seeing and ocular fatigue. Black test objects on white backgrounds
and the reading page were used as test material. In every case
with colourless light, i.e., colour-corrected light or light of daylight
quality, t -e subject gave a better performance in all these respects
than with coloured light. For spectrum light the best performance
was given in the yellw (around wave-length 578 mu). On either
side of yellow there was a decrease towards the long and short
wave-length ends of the spectrum, the difference in performance
varying with the function-tested; that is, the decrease was greater
for speed of discrimination than for visual acuity and greater for
power to sustain than for speed of discrimination, as might be
expected from the fact that the addition of speed and power to
sustain adds sensitivity in any performance used as a test. In
carrying out these tests the test surface for each colour was made
of the same brightness and saturation. This equalisation as to
saturation and brightness was also made in the tests with filter
colours and coloured illuminants. An important factor in these
differences of performance is that the sensation difference is 1
greater for black on white than for black on any colour and greater
for black on yellow than for black on any other colour. In this
connection it will be remembered that the visibility of an object i
depends on its difference from the background as well as on its
size.

(2) Colour and composition of light as well as intensity are
factors in causing glare. This is apparently true for both simple 9
glare and veiling glare. Glare occurs, for example, at lower
intensities with artificial light than with daylight and light
properly corrected for colour. And, again, it seems that coloured
lights differ among themselves in their tendency to produce glare.
Just why these differences should be present in case of simple
glare it is somewhat difficult to understand. In case of veiling
glare they are doubtless due to the difference in the tendency of
the media of the eye to scatter lights of different wave-length and
composition.

(3) There is a greater tendency for coloured light to produce
ocular discomfort than for white light to do so. This tendency
also differs among the colours themselves. This is found to be
true both when the lights in question are used as illuminants and
when the eye is exposed to them without any effort or attempt
to discriminate detail.
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The effect of colour on the eye's comfort and performance
varies a great deal for different persons. Eyes made irritable
and supersensitive by refractive defects and disease seem in
general to suffer most from colour in light. It may be said, how-
ever, that daylight and artificial light properly corrected for
colour are better for all eyes than coloured light.

Means for Improving Lighting Conditions
Current practice in lighting is characterised by high and harmful

glare which is becoming worse as the level of intensity rises, and
little means are being provided for adapting intensity and place-
ment of light to the various needs and conditions that arise. From
our point of view, adequate means of eliminating glare and vary-
ing intensity and placement of light as may be needed are three
of four important points in good lighting. The fourth is feasibly
commercial colour-correction.
Work on lighting in relation to the eye is not complete so long

as it is confined to the study and investigation of principles and
factors. Means must be found for applying what has been learned
to the betterment of lighting conditions. After more than twenty
years of study and experimentation in relation to factors and
principles we have begun to try what we can do to improve
lighting conditions, particularly with reference to intensity, glare
and placement of light. We have, for example, devised means
whereby any intensity of light that would be needed in both
usual and unusual lighting situations can be secured with
complete elmination of glare. This has been accomplished by
the use of glare baffles or a plurality of non-reflecting light-shades
of suitable size and shape so worked into the design of the fixture
or housing of the source of light as to shield the eye completely
from the glare of the lamp itself and all auxiliary reflecting
surfaces and to give such wide and uniform distribution of light
as to eliminate entirely all high and uneven brightness on walls
and ceiling. These baffles have also been used to meet the
requirements of local lighting. We have further included in
local lighting the important feature of variable intensity of light,
as has been noted earlier in the paper, and in both general and
local lighting, that of variable placement of light; also provisions
have been made for colour-correction when that is desired.
Our list of devices includes the following: inset ceiling and wall-

bracket fixtures for commercial lighting and the lighting of
hospitals, offices and homes; bed reading and examining lamps;
desk and table lamps; floor stand reading and bridge lamps;
lamps for the lighting of lecterns and speaker's desks; a device
for lighting tunnels and corridors and for protection from glare
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from automobile headlights; lamps for the optician's fitting table
and the refractionist's chair, etc.
We have considered it worth while to note these devices here in

order to show that it is possible to carry out the hygienic measures
with reference to lighting that we have recommended for the care
and treatment of the eye. Whether the means we have devised
or some other shall be adopted is of secondary importance. The
primary thing is to show that such results can be accomplished
in ways that are entirely practical and commercially feasible. A
too great obstacle to this end is encountered in relation to those
who make and sell lighting equipment. The reasons for this are
in part conventional but largely commercial. The changes from
the traditional form of lighting requires the adoption of new ideas
and new ways of thinking, also somewhat radical changes in
manufacturing equipment. Further, the manufacturers of lighting
equipment contend that there is no convincing public demand for
better lighting. If and so far as this is true, there is need for
competent and earnest educational service. In this respect the
public naturally looks for guidance to physicians, in particular to
the eye specialist. Our own experience, however, leads us to
believe that the public is willing and eager to have better lighting
if they knew what to get and where and how to get it.

The Examination of the Eye in Relation to Lighting
A complete programme for light prescribing should have the

following features: (1) Tests should be made of the subject's
preferred intensity of light and his range of toleration of intensity
for the comfortable use of the eyes for the work he is most
accustomed to do and for different kinds of work, of his suscepti-
bility to glare and of his need for colour-correction. (2) From the
results of the tests recommendations should be made as to the
intensity of light he should use and the type of lighting equip-
ment that will satisfy his needs in this respect and in respect to
protection against glare and harmful colouration of light. With
respect to glare, it may be said that while no eyes should be
exposed to glare, more latitude can be allowed to some than to
others. It is hoped and expected that in course of time the control
of glare in public places at least will become a matter of public
health and safety regulations.

All the aforementioned tests can be easily and conveniently
made with an instrument we have called a variable illuminator.
The purpose of this instrument is to provide a means of -varying
the intensity of the illumination in continuous change over a wide
range, i.e., from 0 to 100 foot-candles, without change in the
colour or composition of the light or in the size, shape or position
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of the illuminated area, and to provide a means of correcting
artificial light to light of daylight quality. The essential features
of the instrument are a source of light of adequate intensity to
give the range needed, a housing of suitable size and shape, a
mechanical means or specially designed shutter for varying the
intensity of the light and a diffusing plate or other diffusing means
both to eliminate completely shadows which would otherwise be
produced by the shutter and to give an evenly distributed and
well diffused illumination of the test surface. The laboratory
model of this instrument was described in a former paper1 and
mentioned in a still earlier paper4. It will suffice here to describe

I the means employed for varying the intensity, for diffusing the
light and for giving the correction for colour.
The means of varying intensity consists of four vanes which

extend across the opening of the housing in such relation to each
other that when their flat surfaces are parallel to the beam of
light the maximum amount of light passes through the opening,
and when they are rotated to a position at right angles to the beam
the light changes in continuous series from full intensity to zero.
In changing the intensity the vanes are so actuated as to cause
the contiguous vanes to turn in opposite directions. This insures
absence of shift in the position of the illuminated area and absence
of change in its size and shape. When the vanes all move in
the same direction, as is the case with Venetian blinds, all these
changes take place. In the various models of the instrument
different means of actuating the vanes have been employed. For
one of the models a simple means has been devised which lies
within the housing and is entirely free from slack or backlash.
This is in the form of a thin plate with a central longitudinal slot
through which pass the axle pins at the ends of the vanes. This
slot permits the plate to travel back and forth as the vanes turn.
Above and below it in alternative sequence are short vertical slots
which engage pins suitably positioned at the ends of the vanes.
To the end of the axle of one of the vanes is attached a knob.
When this knob is turned the contiguous vanes rotate in opposite
directions as is desired.
The intensity of the ligut on the test surface for any position of

the vanes can be read from a calibrated scale suitably positioned
on the instrument. The spread of light from the opening has
been checked at several distances to make sure that it follows the
law of squares; thus, if a rating of the intensity is wanted at some
other distance it can readily be computed from the reading on
the scale. To secure constancy of current an ampmeter and rheostat
may be used, if desired. Also the intensity of the light can be
measured with a photometer, or light meter, instead of being
read from the scale.
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In order that no shadow shall be cast by the vanes in any
position in their rotation a plate of Belgian flashed opal glass is
mounted directly in front of them, between them and the surface
to be illuminated. In addition to eliminating completely all
shadows on the illuminated surface, the provision secures excep-
tionally- good diffusion of light. For correction for colour, this
diffusion plate may be slipped from its position in front of the
vanes and the correcting filter inserted. Any colour filter that
is desired may be used for this purpose.
The use of such vanes as we have employed in combination with

a diffusing plate to eliminate shadows provides a simple mechani-
cal means of varying the intensity of illumination over any range
that may be desired and one that is free from the objections as to
effects of illumination and inconvenience of use which may be
noted in connection with other means of reducing intensity, such
as change of distance of source, a rheostat, etc. Further, this
means is readily and easily adaptable to many purposes, e.g.,
lighting fixtures and equipment of various types, instruments
supplied with special lighting devices, etc.

Test for the Preferred Intensity of Light.-ln earlier papers we
have shown the effect of intensity of light on such important
functions as acuity and speed of vision5, on acuity at different
ages6 and on the speed of vision at different ages7. In these papers
it was shown in general how much the powers of the eye could
be increased by increasing the intensity of light. However, in
such determinations no account is taken of what intensity is
preferred for different types of work or what range of intensity is
favourable. That is, no account is taken of glare on the work as
determining the upper limit, and of diminished acuity as determin-
ing the lower limit, of the amount of light that can be used with
comfort. The difference between these two limits may be roughly
called the range of the comfortable toleration of intensity of light.
Intensities above the upper limit for comfort may be used in cases
of emergency, for example to give higher visibilities when needed
or a higher speed in the use of the eye; but they can hardly be
recommended for ordinary uses of the eye or as best for it over
long periods of time. In this connection it must be clearly and
definitely remembered that visibility is only one of the factors that
determine the amount of light that should be prescribed for the
eye. Increase of visibility may still be present at intensities far)
greater than those at which the eye works most comfortably.

It is our purpose here to describe a test for the preferred intensity
of light and for what we have called the range of the comfort-
able toleration of intensitv. It seems reasonable to assume
that the preferred intensity is the intensity at which the eye works
most comfortably. No one could possibly know what this intensity
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is except the person examined. The most transcendental egotist
could hardly assume otherwise. In our earlier work on lighting,
some twenty years ago, we objected to laying too much stress on
preference as a criterion for the selection of the best lighting
systems from the standpoint of the welfare and efficiency of the
eye because such preference was apt to be influenced by too many
other factors than those pertaining to the welfare and efficiency
of the eye, such for example as aesthetic factors, architectural and
decorative custom and habituation, etc. Further, in such cases it
was not possible to present these lighting situations in sufficiently
quick succession and with a sufficient control of other factors for a
fair comparison to be made. In case of testing for the preferred
intensity of light, these objections do not apply because aesthetic
and other extraneous factors are not present to any harmful extent
and the different intensities can be presented under properly con-
trolled conditions at any rate of succession that may be desired.
Also there is no possible way to know what is most comfortable
to the person tested than through his own experience and report.
If too little light is used his visibility will be too low for comfort,
and if too much is used discomfort will be experienced because of
glare or, it might be said, as a component of glare.
The test for the preferred intensity of light for reading may be

selected to show in general how the test should be applied. Before
making the test, the curtains should be drawn and the artificial
light turned off. Because of the wide spread of light from the
instrument (140 degrees) general illumination is not needed. The
instrument provides a very favourable test condition in relation
to the illumination of the surrounding field. That is, as the light
on the reading page is increased there is a corresponding increase
in the amount of light in the surrounding field. This avoids any
tendency towards a spot-light effect as the intensity of illumination
on the test surface is increased, and gives a type of illumination
similar to that which would be obtained in a lighting system in
which the increase of intensity is produced without an increase in
glare. It should be remembered that there will be a low tolerance
for the intensities of light that are needed for good seeing if the
increase of intensity is accompanied by an increase in glare. In
this connection it may be noted that with our variable illuminator
and our glareless local and ceiling lighting units the test can be
made and the prescription filled under the same conditions;
namely, any intensity of light that may be desired in a practical
lighting situation can be obtained without glare from the source.

In conducting a test of this kind no direct light from the
instrument should fall on the patient's face to cause objectionable
glare. Further, in case of those wearing glasses the light should
never come from above or behind on either side, because of
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harmful and annoying reflections from the rims and lenses of the
glasses. In making the test with our variable illuminator, the V/
patient is seated beside the instrument with his eyes back of the
flaring bonnet or shield surrounding the opening of the housing.
Thus no light falls directly on his face, and the light does not
come from above or behind him. In order to give consistency and
correctness of result and avoid the need of making a number of
trials, the size of the pupil and the sensitivity of the retina should
be standarised by exposing the eye for a suitable length of time
to a properly selected intensity of illumination before beginning
the test. The omission of this precaution is inexcusably bad
technique.
Three sizes of type printed on test sheets of unglazed paper are

used, one of the size ordinarily used in printing books (10 point),
one of the size ordinarily used for magazines and newspapers (8
point) and one of the customary fine print used for footnotes
(6 point). The examiner may use anything else about which the
patient wishes information.
The patient should be seated directly in front of the test material

at a comfortable reading distance and his eyes exposed for three
minutes to the intensity of illumination on the test surface selected
as standard for this purpose. Five foot-candles is suggested
because it is judged to be fairly representative of the amount of
light that is now being used by the persons who will be tested, the
purpose of the test being to find out whether this is sufficient or
how much more should be had. Moreover, we have found little
difference in the result when the exposure was to 5, 10 and 20 foot-
candles and in many cases no difference whatever when the test
was made in accordance with the instructions given in the follow-
ing paragraph, namely, when the series of intensities presented for
the patient's judgment is given sufficiently slowly to allow the size
of the pupil and the changing sensitivity of the retina adequately
to keep pace with the changing amount of light. Except in cases
where the eyes have previously been exposed for some time to
very high or very low intensities of illumination w.- have found
three minutes of exposure to be long enough to bring the eyes
to a practically constant state of sensitivity to the illumination
-selected for the pre-exposure. In this connection it should be
remembered that adaptation to light is much more rapid than
adaptation to dark. That is, the eye when exposed to light loses
sensitivity much faster than it recovers after exposure to light.
The full range of intensity of the instrument should be run to

give the patient the experience of the different intensities. Then, 2
beginning below 5 foot-candles, the intensity should be increased
very slowly in order to give the size of the pupil and the changing
sensitivity of the retina a chance adequately to keep pace with the
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changing amount of light. The patient should be instructed to
report when enough light is had for comfort in reading the test
material. This intensity should be recorded and the increase
continued very slowly, the patient being asked to report when the
intensity is too great for comfort or is beginning to be glaring.
The difference between these two points is roughly the favourable
range, or the range of the comfortable toleration of intensity. The
patient is next instructed to turn the knob on the intensity control
and find for himself just what intensity he most prefers. He
should be allowed all the time he desires to make this determina-
tion. Two results are thus obtained-the favourable range or
range of toleration and the intensity most preferred. Both of
these should be recorded on the prescription given the patient.
The favourable range, it may be noted, is wider for daylight and
for artificial light corrected for colour than for uncorrected Mazda
light. It is, of course, wider also for eyes insensitive to glare.
The tests for determining the amount of light needed for reading
should be made for the three sizes of print in order of the largest
to the smallest and then should be repeated for the largest size in
order to minimise the effect of practice. If there is a difference in
the result, the second value should be used.

In making a test of this kind the greatest danger that is incurred
is that the examiner may force the results or prejudice the mind
of the observer as to what results should be obtained and what
prescription given as to the amount of light the patient should
use. Correct prescriptions, if followed, will lead, on the whole, to
the use of a great deal more light than is now being used, but the
light will be distributed in accordance with actual needs. Results
of studies made with this test will be given in later papers.

Tests for Susceptibility to Glare.-These tests have the follow-
ing points of interest: (1) They sustain an important relation to
the clinical examination of the eye. A test of simple glare is
essentially a test for photophobia, made under better conditions
and perhaps with a clearer understanding of the exact purpose of
the test than it usually had when dealing with photophobia. It is
not our purpose here to give a clinical evaluation of a test for
photophobia, but it may not be out of place to point out that a
diagnosis can rarely be made from the results of any one type of
test alone and that it is entirely wrong to gauge the value of a test
only or even predominantly by its possibilities in this direction.
In the selection of tests for a diagnostic programme, for example,
the important thing is not so much whether one test shows more
than another as to whether it shows the same thing as that other.
All diagnosticians will agree, we think, that competent diagnosis
is based on as complete a picture of the condition as it is possible
to obtain. Prejudice, inexperience or the lack of a just under-
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standing alone could lead, it would seem, to any other conclusion.
A test for veiling glare is a test for clearness or its converse,
cloudiness of the media of the eye. Again, this sustains an
important relation to more than one pathological condition of the
eye and similarly should be considered as filling out the diagnostic
picture. Further, quite aside from questions pertinent to diagnosis,
any test which will serve as a sensitive means of detecting changes
in the cloudiness of the media should form a valuable addition to
the list of clinical tests. Inspection, it is scarcely needful to point
out, is not adequate for this purpose.

(2) Tests for susceptibility to glare should have a place in a
well-rounded and representative programme for the general
examination of the eye. Like the physical examination in general
medicine, such a programme sustains a broad relationship, the
details of which need not be gone into here.

(3) Tests for susceptibility to glare have perhaps their greatest
importance in relation to the care and treatment of the eye. While
all eyes should be protected against glare, great care should be
exercised in this respect in the case of-eyes which show unusual
susceptibility. As will be shown later, the variation in this sus-
ceptibility, even among eyes not classed as showing a patho-
logical condition, is astonishingly great. In relation to tests,
proportionately too much stress perhaps is put on their value in
regard to diagnosis. Too often after the diagnosis is made one
does not know what to do about the condition. In this connection
tests which have for their purpose the determination of what is
needed for the care and welfare of the eye in question obviously
should not be overlooked.
The prime requisite for making a test for susceptibility to glare

is to have a means of varying the intensity of light in continuous
series over a sufficiently wide range without altering the colour
or composition of the light or the size, shape or location of the
illuminated area. For this purpose we have two instruments to
recommend, our variable illuminator and our instrument for
testing the light sense8.

In the test for susceptibility to simple glare with the variable
illuminator, the light may be thrown on a mat white surface of
good reflecting power, such as Hering standard white paper, and
of suitable size, such as the size of the reading page, this surface
to be viewed at the reading distance when the test is made for
susceptibility to glare in reading; or on a sheet of diffusing glass.
ware positioned 5 or 6 inches in front of the opening of the
illuminator. In the latter case the conditions of the test are the
same with the exception that its glare is produced by transmitted
light. In using the light sense instrument for the test, the glare
surface is the illuminated field of the instrument. By means of
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the iris diaphragm provided in the instrument for varying the size
of the illuminated field, the glare surface may be adjusted to the
size desired. In case a different shape of glare surface is desired,
this can be obtained by throwing the iris diaphragm wide open
and inserting in the slot provided for the purpose a stop or
diaphragm of the shape desired. The test may be conducted in a
dark room or, if that is not available, in a room from which all
light excepting that coming from the test instrument is excluded
as nearly as possible. In order to standardise the sensitivity of
the eye, it should be exposed for three minutes to the test field
illuminated at some suitable low brightness, which should be kept
constant from test to test. The light in the test field should then
be varied gradually from low toward high until the threshold of
glare or uncomfortable brightness is reached, due precaution
being taken with respect to factors that might influence the con-
stancy of this result. Since size of pupil is an important factor in
susceptibility to glare, an artificial pupil should be used in cases
in which it is desired that this factor shall be ruled out. An
artificial pupil is provided in the evepiece of our instrument for
testing the light sense. Means for this control are not provided
with the variable illuminator. In case this instrument is used the
artificial pupil may be worn in a trial frame, or our device for
varying the size of the pupil described in an earlier paper9 may
be used. The latter device is admirable for the purpose.

In making the test for susceptibility to veiling glare also either
the variable illuminator or the instrument for testing the light
sense may be used. In case the variable illuminator is employed
a detail of suitable size, shape and difference from the background
may be impressed at the centre of the diffusing plate used as both
background and surrounding field. The conditions with reference
to amount of light in the room and pre-sensitisation or pre-
exposure of the eye may be the same as those described in the
test for simple glare. Again, the light is varied from low toward
high until the detail at the centre of the field is completely
obscured. Then the intensity should be varied below and above
this point until the determination is made with certainty of the
highest intensity at which the detail is still visible and the lowest
intensity at which it disappears. The average of these two results
should give a fairly correct and reproducible value of the threshold
of veiling glare. In case the light sense instrument is used, the
detail can be impressed at the centre of a plate of clear, colourless
glass and this plate inserted in the slot provided in front of the
field lens. The method of testing is then the same as that described
with the variable illuminator.
No attempt should be made to compare the results obtained with

the two instruments in testing for susceptibility to either simple
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or veiling glare. Either instrument should give consistent results
from time to time with the same person and comparable results
for various persons and various places, but one instrument cannot
be substituted for the other. In the latter connection it should be
borne in mind with reference to the determination of susceptibility
to simple glare that the test field in the two instruments is
obtained in different ways. With the variable illuminator it is
obtained by illuminating a diffusely reflecting or a diffusely trans-
mitting surface, and this is viewed by the eye in the ordinary way;
while in the light sense instrument it is. obtained by focusing a
collimated beam of light in the pupil of the eye by means of a
lens, on the principle that when a parallel beam is focused in the
pupil of the eye the lens is seen uniformly filled with light. In
case of the test for susceptibility to veiling glare, not only this
difference is to be considered but the fact that there is presented in
the variable illuminator an initial amount of scatter of light due
to the diffusing action of the test surface, while in the light sense
instrument there is present only the scattering action of the media
of the eye. Just how much this initial scatter by multiplying the
number of angles at which the light enters the eye influences the
scatter caused by the media of the eye and thereby perhaps
influences the sensitivity of the test, cannot be told at this time.

In the test just described, it will be noted, the visibility of the
detail to be discriminated is held constant and the intensity of the
obscuring or glare-producing light is changed until the threshold
of discrimination is obtained. It is obvious that the converse of
this principle could also be used; namely, the intensity of the
obscuring or glare-producing light could be kept constant and
the visibility of the detail to be discriminated could be varied until
the threshold of visibility was obtained. If the latter principle
were used, our variable illuminator or some device provided with a
shutter means of changing the intensity of illumination could be
employed with convenience and advantage to vary the visibility
of the detail.
The practical test, considered in relation to light prescribing, is

a composite one which takes into account both simple and veiling
glare. We refer to the determination of the upper limit of intensity
for comfortable reading, which has been described under the
heading " Test for the Preferred Intensity of Light." This test
has the further advantage that it is made in the routine procedure
of testing for preferred intensity of light. It will be understood
of course that in non-pathological cases simple glare is the major
factor in this determination.
We have studied with this test some 550 subjects with no patho-

logical condition of the eye, ranging in age from 10 to 77 years.* A
* This studv was made in collaboration with E. F. Lewis.
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brief summary of the results obtained may be given here to show
the wide range of variability that may be expected in susceptibility
to glare in healthy eyes as measured by the upper limit of intensity
for the comfortable reading of a page of ordinary type (10 point)
and the importance of the need for testing for this susceptibility
in relation to the care of the eye. An upper limit of intensity for

V comfortable reading of less than 5 ft-c. was found in 17 per cent.
of the cases. This limit was between 5 and 10 ft-c. in 11 3 per
cent., between 10 and 15 ft-c. in 265 per cent., between 15 and 20
ft-c. in 208 per cent., between 20 and 25 ft-c. in 112 per cent.,
between 25 and 30 ft-c. in 6-5 per cent., between 30 and 35 ft-c. in
4 7 per cent., between 35 and 40 ft-c. in 3-3 per cent., between 40
and 45 ft-c. in 22 per cent. and between 45 and 50 ft-c. in 3 per
cent. The remaining 88 per cent. had upper limits of intensity
for comfortable reading of between 50 and 100 ft-c. Thus it will
be seen that for 13 per cent. the upper limit of intensity for com-
fortable reading was less than 10 ft-c.; for 14 per cent., above
40 ft-c.; for 73 per cent., between 10 and 40 ft-c.; for 65 per cent.,,
between 10 and 30 ft-c.; for 58 5 per cent., between 10 and 25 ft-c.;
and for 473 per cent., between 10 and 20 ft-c. From these data

I it might be considered that those who have an upper limit of less
than 10 ft-c. are more than usually sensitive to glare and that
those who have an upper limit of less than 5 ft-c. are extremely
sensitive to glare, while those who have an upper limit of more
than 30 or 40 ft-c. are less than normally sensitive to glare.

Test for the Need of Colour Correction.-The purpose of such
tests is a determination of a condition which might be called
chromophobia or chromasthenopia, that is, an unusual suscepti-
bility to discomfort due to colour in light. In case of all eyes

' there is, so far as we know, a preference for light of daylight
colotur. Reasons for this are the greater comfort and efficiency
that it gives, a lesser tendency to produce both simple and veiling
glare and the higher visibility that is obtained for objects and
backgrounds neutral as to colour, such as black objects on white
backgrounds. There seems, however, to be no pressing reason

? for using the test unless the history of the case shows an undue
amount of physiological aversion to artificial light, although many
are more than willing to bear the expense of correction for colour
for the sake of the additional comfort and benefit it gives. The

! particular need for it is acute in those cases in which there is a
complaint of distress in working under artificial light. In such
cases it should be used in conjunction with tests for the preferred
intensity of light and susceptibility to glare in the endeavour to
isolate the cause of the trouble. It would be well for the physician
to take advantage of the information that can be had from these
tests in all cases in which he is accustomed to prescribe entirely
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ot to limit the use of artificial light. In our own experience we
have had a great deal of success in prescribing the use of colour-
corrected light in cases of diseases of the eye and of troublesome
refractive errors, or in cases in which there is undue nervous and X
ocular irritability.
Space might perhaps be allowed here for two examples. One is

that of a distinguished research worker, scholar and teacher,
around 70 vears of age, the acknowledged leader in his field. This
patient wvas entirely unable to work at night under ordinary con-
ditions of lighting. So far as was known, there was in his case
no pathological condition of the eyes and no unusual refractive
defect. Under artificial light properly corrected for colour he
was, according to his own statement, able to work if he chose until
2 or 3 a.m. His own version of the result was that colour-corrected
light had saved his nights for him. The other case is that of a
well-known editor and journalist about 60 years of age. This
patient had lost the sight of one eye owing to disease, and the
condition of the other eye was poor. He had'been forbidden to
work or read at all under artificial light. His testimony likewise
was that colour-corrected light made it possible for him to work
at night. So pleased was he with the result that he had colour-
corrected light installed all through his house and was, the last
time we talked with him, contemplating having it installed in his
printing plant, stating that what has given him so great a benefit
would, he thought, be good for his employees.
Complete correction for colour involves, it will be understood,

a heavy loss of light. It is well, therefore, to be provided with
filters giving different amounts of colour-correction in order to
meet the requirements of different eyes and different lighting
situations. Filters suggested are the daylight and whiterlite
glasses furnished by the Macbeth Dayli nting Company, etched
to give the required amount of diffusion. The dayZight glass
used as a corrective of Mazda light gives a colour approximating
that of an overcast sky. In the scale of colour temperatures this
may be specified as around' 65000 K. This colour temperature
has been adopted by the U.S. 'Bureau of Standards as best for
work with colour. The colour temperature of Mazda light filtered
through the whiterlite filter may be specified as around 55000 K;
that of Mazda light uncorrected ranges approximately between
2740" and 30000 K, depending on the wattage of the lamp used.
Some benefit may be had by the use of the celestialite glassware
furnished by the Gleason-Tiebout Glass Compa^ny. Filtered
through this glass Mazda lightris relieved of a great deal of the
yellow quality that is so distressing to some eyes and to some
extent objectionable to all eyes. This glass gives a high trans-
mission of light which makes it feasible for use in all commercial
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lighting. A further advantage is its high coefficient of diffusion.
This glass may be added, if desired, to the test filters already
recommended.

In selecting the colour filter great care should be taken that the
filtered light obtained has a proportion of wave-lengths well
balanced with respect to the welfare of the eye, such as is the case
with the two types of glass supplied by the Macbeth Daylighting
Company. Not every blue glass can be used to advantage as a
filter for Mazda light. When spectrophotometered the blue bulb
lamp of commerce, for example, shows an excess of light in the
green. Also the glass used in making this lamp is not carefully
standardised; that is, it is quite variable in its filter properties.
Tests made by us for ocular fatigue and discomfort with this
lamp gave a poorer result than that of tests made with unfiltered
Mazda light.10
For one who really needs light-prescribing for colour, little

more is required in the way of a test than to give him a chance to
iead or work under colour-corrected light. For him the benefit of
colour correction is so great that there is no doubt as to
the preference. However, if a more exacting test is wanted, the
test for the preferred intensity of light and range of intensity for
comfortable reading or working can be made both for corrected
and uncorrected light. Thus the range of intensities used affords
the observer ample opportunity to judge which gives the better
results. Or the comparison can be made at equal intensities, for
example at the preferred intensity for the uncorrected light or at
some other representative intensity. The test should be made with
all light as nearly as possible excluded from the room except that
which comes from the test instrument.

In connection with the merits of colour-corrected light we may
mention some results we have recently obtained with an instru-
ment we devised in 1932 for the purpose of determining the
amounts of light required to give equal visibilities for different
kinds of light, different backgrounds on which the detail is to be
discriminated, etc. We have called this instrument a Visibilitv
Comparator. XVith it either the amount of light needed to give
the threshold of visibility can be determined or the amount
required to give equal visibilities at any level of intensity desired
can be measured directly. The latter, of course, is the only
procedure that can be relied on in the practical work of lighting.
That is, the amounts of light required to give equal visibilities at
any given higher level of intensity cannot be correctly determined
by computation from the amounts required to give the thresholds
of visibility. Measurements made with the instrument show in
general that given visibilities in Mazda light can be equalled by
the use of a much lower intensity of artificial daylight, the amount
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of the difference varying for a given observer with such factors as
the level of intensity used, size of print or other detail, etc. In the
current practice of lighting the tendency has been to try to increase
visibility by increasing intensity of light alone. In this a very
serious difficulty is encountered in the glare and ocular discomfort
that are apt to be caused by the use of these higher intensities.
In case of many eyes this difficulty is very serious indeed and
often in those cases where increase of visibility is most needed.
In this connection the very great effectiveness of colour-corrected
light for increasing visibility should not be overlooked. In fact,
the best conditions for clear and comfortable seeing must include
an optimum combination of intensity of light, colour of light and
size of detail. We particularly feel the need of stressing the
importance of the factor of correctness of colour. From the stand-
point of the welfare of the eye there is everything to be said for
this factor and nothing against it.

In case the examiner should want to test the preference of the
patient with reference to any of the tinted lenses that are sometimes
prescribed, either or both of the aforementioned procedures should
serve this purpose very well. Particularly the test for the preferred
intensity and the range of the comfortable toleration of intensity
with both the tinted lens and the neutral lens should give as good
an opportunity for making the comparison, as can readily be
found in a test procedure. In the case of tinted lenses it should
perhaps be expected that the benefit, when present, would
be largely in terms of comfort rather than visibility. Quantitative
tests for visibility are therefore apt to be disappointing. The test
can be made, of course, with both artificial light and colour-
corrected light. It would be expected, however, that the need for
the test would be greater with artificial light.

In concluding this topic it may further be said that the eye has
grown up under daylight illumination. It is only natural, there-
fore, that it should have an intolerance of an unbalanced spectrum
or a dominant colour in illumination. This idiosyncrasy for colour
seems to be present in all eyes. While, as already noted, it has
been shown by test that yellow is the most favourable of all the
spectrum colours with respect to ocular efficiency and comfort,
still there is in all eyes a measure of intolerance even of yellow and
yellowish light. Most people, however, are not aware of this at
medium intensities. It becomes evident only at higher intensities
and then in the form of glare. That is, with increase of intensity
of Mazda light and other artificial illuminants giving light
dominantly yellow, glare comes more quickly than with increase
of intensity of daylight and colour-corrected light. With some
eyes this idiosyncrasy with respect to composition of light is
present at all intensities. These eyes get the discomfort without
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the high brightness which cliaracterises simple glare. They,
therefore, need colour correction at all intensities.
The visual experience of simple glare might perhaps be analysed

into high brightness, dazzle and discomfort. Dazzle might be
described as an unclearness of visual detail due, it may be, to a
confluence of excitation or what has been called irradiation-this
confluence or irradiation becoming noticeable and annoying only
at the higher intensities of light. In other words, details may be
confused or blotted out under high intensities of light by a scatter
of excitation in the sensorium as well as by a scatter of light by
the media of the eye. Veiling glare should in all probabil'ty be
regarded as a combination of both of these actions.

Intensity of Light and Strength of Reading Glasses
In any series of tests for the prescribing of intensity of light

it will be found that the major need for individual testing is for
the adolescent, the sick and defective, and for the presbyopic
and near-presbyopic eye. There is much less need for individual
testing of normal eyes between the ages of 20 and 35 years. We
have found that the greater number of these eyes prefer a medium
intensity over a comparatively small range. In case of the
presbyopic eye the greatest benefit from the test may be had; for
eyes in the early and midde stages of presbyopia. These comments
are based on the results of the study of eyes of different ages noted
earlier in the paper.
There are two means of aiding the pEresbyopLc eye to see an

object at the desired near distance, namely, a correcting glass and
intensity of light. The former of these is the major aid and the

l latter a minor or auxiliary aid. However, the proper selection of
/ either cannot be had without reference to the other. The preferred
procedure is the selection of the optimum combination of intensity
of light and strength of glass.
So far as the correcting glass is concerned, it may be said that

the strength of glass required at a given near distance sustains,
within comparatively narrow but significant limits, an inverse
relation to the intensity of light used. At high intensities the
work can be discriminated with a weaker glass than at medium
and low intensities. This is due for the greater part, if not entirely,
to the effect of the higher intensities of light on acuity and the
visibility of the object. At medium and low intensities stronger
glasses are needed. Through this range, however, there is less
effect of change of intensity on the preferred strength of glass-
little, in fact, until very low illuminations are reached. At these
intensities the tendency is to choose a still stronger glass in order
'to secure a benefit from magnification. This glass, however,
-would not in most cases be satisfactory at medium and high
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intensities without changing the distance of the work, and
probably not even then, because of the greater amount of con-
vergence required, the less favourable relation between accommo-
dation and convergence, and the undue limitation of the range of
distance over which the object can be discriminated. At these
intensities the additional magnification is not needed for the
comfortable discrimination of the object.

It cannot be too strongly urged that due attention be given to i

both intensity of light and strength of glass in prescribing the
conditions of seeing for the presbyopic eye. Often too strong
glasses are prescribed because too low an intensity of light has
been used in making the examination; and, conversely, frequently
too high an intensity of light is advised or required because the
person is wearing too weak a glass, in which case he may be
compelled for the sake of adequate visibility to work at intensities
above his threshold of glare. A fuller discussion of this topic
with illustrative data has been given in a previous paper in this
Journal."1

Summary
In comparison with other branches of medicine the development

and use of hygienic measures in the care and treatment of the
eye seem to have suffered retardation, perhaps unduly so. The
subject of hygiene has been built up in the attempt to preserve
and restore normality of function through the regulation of the
conditions under which the organ functions. Like any other
organ of the body, the eye, if it is to remain healthy or to cure
itself of any of its ills, congenital or acquired, must first be put
into a situation calling only for the healthy exercise of its normal
functions. Important factors in this situation are the conditions
under which it is ordinarily called on to work, two important
aspects of which are the type of work and its illumination. Of
these aspects the latter is the more amenable to variation and
control. Radical changes cannot be made in the work itself,
although some improvement in this direction may come with
time. Obviously the lighting of the work is the more promising
and the more important angle of attack.

For more than twenty years we have studied lighting in relation
to the eye. The results obtained and the principles discovered,
however, belong essentially to the general subject of lighting.
They are not sufficiently specific to be of direct and significant
service to the physician. For him the subject of lighting narrows
down primarily to what is needed for the individual patient who
comes under his care. For the determination of this, special tests
which can be easily and conveniently made are needed. The next
step is to see that what is needed can be obtained; in short, the
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prescription must be filled. In later years we have devoted a
great deal of our work in lighting to those ends. Means and
methods of testing have been devised which cover the more
important aspects of lighting, and with them we have studied the
characteristics and variability of individual needs in both non-
pathological and pathological cases. Lighting equipment of suffi-
cient range and flexibility has also been devised, and a great deal
of time has been spent in making it available to the public. Thus a
new division of the subject of lighting has been created which
belongs in its narrower and more technical aspects to the medical
profession and in its broader and more general aspects to the wel-
fare and personnel worker. The prescribing of light to meet the
requirements of the individual person has become a practical
possibility, and we strongly believe that when properly used it will
be of significant service in the care and treatment of the eye. The
need for it is acute in many of the cases which come under the
physician's care.
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APLASIA OF THE OPTIC NERVES
BY

HAROLD RIDLEY
LONDON

I HE following is an account of a rare condition seen in Mr.
Rupert Scott's clinic at the Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital.
T.V., aged one year, an only child, was brought by his mother,

who suspected blindness. There was no history of any ocular
defect in either the paternal or maternal families. The mother
stated that the child did not appear to follow light, but that she
thought it possible that he was conscious of bright sunlight.
On examination, the child did not follow light at all. The

anterior portions of the eyes were quite normal. There was no
nystagmus. The pupils were inactive to light but varied in size
from time to time, apparently irrespective of stimulus. The media
were clear. The fundi presented the peculiar appearance shown
in the drawing. The red reflex was pale, especially at the peri-
phery, and the choroidal pattern very well marked. In place of
a normal optic disc was a deep excavation, the base of which
appeared to focus about 5 dioptres beyond the general retinal
level. The colour was grey. From the base of the pit emerged
only minute threads representing retinal vessels, the lower branch
in the right eye being the only one which contained more than
a trace of blood, and even this appeared to fade out soon after
leaving the edge of the excavation.
Cases of complete or even partial aplasia of the optic nerve

are very rare, and very few are on record. They are nearly always
accompanied by severe deformity, such as anencephaly, hydro-
cephalus (Rosenbaum), or at least mental defect (Zeeman and
Tumbelaka). The majority of cases in the literature are those
with approximately normal retinal vessels, but with the optic disc
either very small (Velhagen), or even absent (Briere, Hawley,
Schwarz).
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